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Dodd–Frank Wall Street 
Reform and Consumer 

Protection Act
The Act, which was passed as a response to the late-2000s recession, is the 

most sweeping change to financial regulation in the United States since the 

Great Depression and represents a paradigm shift in the American financial 

regulatory environment impacting all Federal financial regulatory agencies 

and affecting almost every aspect of the nation's financial services industry.

- Wikipedia



Section 922 Defined
• The SEC/CFTC may aware a whistleblower who voluntarily 

provides information to the SEC/CFTC leading to over 

$1,000,000 of monetary sanctions between 10 and 30 percent 

of the amount collected.

• A “whistleblower” is someone who provides “original 

information” relating to a violation of the 

securities/commodities trading laws (i) derived from 

independent knowledge or analysis, (ii) not previously known 
to the agency, and (iii) not entirely from public information

• Anti-retaliation provisions permit private rights of action for 

reinstatement, back pay, and other relief



Inherent Conflicts

• Historical Requirements

o Defense Industry Initiative

o Federal Sentencing Guidelines

o Sarbanes-Oxley

• Wall Street Does Not 

reward good 

governance

• Self-Reporting Required

o FCPA

o UK Anti-Bribery Act

• Compliance Officers

o Rush to Judgment

o Unfounded Risk Escalation



“Whistleblowing” Best Practices
• Universally available and accessible

o Not a toll-free number and an answering machine

• Confidential and Anonymous

• Feedback to reporters

• Assessment and collaborative triage

• Consistent Escalation

• Documentation and Reporting



Board Attention and Response

• Understand the organizational Risk Appetite

o Don’t shoot the messenger….

• Cultural imperative to support improved awareness

o Younger Generations in the workforce

o More visibility of the hotline/helpline (extended enterprise)

o More ways to report and/or consolidate data

• Open Door policy

• Exception Reporting

• Internal Audit and HR results

• Hotline/Whistleblower



The Good, Bad and Ugly
• Realistic outcomes of Section 922

o Race to reporting

o False Claims

o SEC workload

• Pressure to not have “another Madoff”

• Commercial opportunity for Plaintiff Bar

• Lurking Black Swans - Reports from a “very” 

extended enterprise



Q&A



Thank You

Thank you for attending this webcast.


